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ChapterChapter 2. A Singular Odyssey

TheThe Work as a Singular Event
Inn the previous chapter I examined Derrida's notion of literature in order to find out
whetherr it is universal enough to be applicable to Beckett's work. I observed that
whereass "literature" in Derrida's thought names an institution that is continually
redefinedd by works-events, and hence could in principle account for any work,
Derrida'ss discourse consistently privileges certain texts in accordance with a much
narrowerr definition of literature. On that narrower definition, the singular works-events
thatt make up "literature" have two gestures in common. One of them aims at saying
ann infinite number of things within the finite space of a text. This gesture, on Derrida's
ownn account, reflects his desire to say "everything": to gather dates and
significations,, to hyper-totalize. The other one consists in the reflection of the work on
itss own law, and thereby on the law and on universality in general. Having taken
thosee two gestures as a starting point for a possible dialogue between Derrida and
Beckett,, I argued that whereas Beckett's work lends itself to a reading alongside the
latterr gesture (reflection on the law), it is particularly recalcitrant to - and critical of thee gesture of hyper-totalizing. This recalcitrance, which might explain why Beckett
doess not belong to the canon of works discussed by Derrida, marks a point of
difference,, of dissent perhaps, which has larger implications for the modern
discussionn of the function, or "essence" of literature.
Althoughh there seems to be a consensus - and nobody emphasizes this more
thann Derrida - that there is no such thing as the essence of literature, this does not
putt an end to the discussion of what it is that we expect from literature, what its
contributionn or relevance to philosophy might be, etc. Even if literariness is not an
intrinsicc property of texts, our reading of certain texts can be specifically literary. But
theree is more to it: Derrida admits that certain texts lend themselves better to certain
readings.. "The literary character of the text is inscribed on the side of the intentional
object,, in its noematic structure, one could say and not only on the subjective side on
thee noetic act."172 The literary character of at least some of the texts or a possibility of
readingg them as "literature" must hence also, at least in part be inscribed in those
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texts.. In a recent interview, Derrida for example explicitly opposes the "mixing up" of
literaturee and philosophy and thereby "reducing the one to the other." Whereas he
doess not renounce the idea that literature, too, can be "argumentative," he says that it
iss so "in another way, with different procedures."173 This confirms Rodolphe Gasché's
observationn in "A Relation Called Literary," that, rather than "levelling the difference
betweenn literature and philosophy" (Habermas), "since The Origin of Geometry,
Derridaa has been working in light of the difference between the literary and the
philosophicall text."174
Accordingg to Gasché, philosophy and literature become what they are in their
respectivee difference. For example, philosophy contains elements of literature (for
examplee narrativity) that are not full-blown but rather appear in it only in nuce.
Regardingg Derrida's insistence that the "as if" in Kant's formulation of the categorical
imperativee is an element of narrativity and fiction at the source of the law, Gasché
emphasizess that "with the 'as if,' narrativity and fiction are said to be only almost, or
moree precisely, virtually present in the pure and in principle unrepresentable law."175
Thiss is so because philosophy attempts to suppress in itself the features of the
literaryy - and it is precisely in virtue of this resistance to other kinds of writing that
philosophyy becomes what it is, Gasché argues. If this is the case then the same
holdss for literature: it contains elements of philosophical discourse but suppresses
themm and in doing so it creates its own identity. The work of literature would resist
beingg read as a philosophical treatise by privileging the singular and opposing it to
thee overt ambition of universality characteristic of philosophy. "The man from the
countryy had difficulty in grasping that an entrance was singular or unique when it
shouldd have been universal, as in truth it was. He had difficulty with literature,"176
Derridaa observes, commenting on Kafka's story. In other words, the man from the
countryy attempted to read literature as philosophy when he should have known better
-- when he should have known that the passage through the singular was inevitable
becausee 'there is no literature without (...) an absolutely singular performance."177 Yet
Derridaa immediately adds that the entrance that presented such an obstacle to the
mann from the country was not only singular but, "in truth," also universal -- in the
1733
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sensee in which Heidegger wrote about death, which has the feature of being "always
mine"" (Jemeinigkeif) such that it is absolutely individual and universal at the same
time.. So again, literature does not exorcise the universal from itself, but negotiates an
intersectionn of the singular and the universal within itself as a singular work.
Thiss insistence on the singularity of a literary work might be interpreted as an
obscurantistt approach to literature (the work is singular because it is ineffably
original,, singled out from the world, etc.). Derrida does however make clear why a
literaryy work can be said to be singular in a way in which it cannot be said that a
philosophicall text is singular. If we take framing, e.g. by means of a title, to be that
whichh individualizes, singles out a text, then, in the case of literature, a different
framingg of the same text produces a different singular work. As the reader of
Derrida'ss essay on Kafka knows, there are two versions of the story by Kafka that
Derridaa comments upon: one of them was published in Kafka's lifetime, as a
separatee text and bears the title "Before the Law." The other one, without a title but
otherwisee identical, forms an integral part of Kafka's Trial (Chap.9, "In the
Cathedral").. "What differs from one work to another," Derrida observes, "is not the
content,content, nor is it the form (the signifying expression, the phenomena of language or
rhetoric).. It is the movements of framing and referentiality."178 According to Derrida
thiss is a distinctive feature of literature: a different framing of the same text produces
aa different work, even if content is the same. One might wonder whether, in the case
off philosophy, an identical argument embedded in two different texts would not
similarlyy enjoy a slightly different status, but the recourse to framing rather than to
contentt for establishing the identity of a text is certainly more appropriate in the case
off literature than of philosophy.
Thee definition of literature as a set of singular works that simultaneously
gatherr and formalize179 makes double use of the term "singular": the singular is not
onlyy the work but also what it gathers (the work gathers the singular and formalizes it
intoo the universal). Let us repeat Derrida's formulation: "the force of [the work's] event
dependss on the fact that a thinking about their own possibility (both general and
singular)) is put to work in them in a singular work."180 Within a singular work-event we
findd other singular events that the work gathers and that make the work possible.
1788
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Therebyy the singular becomes a central notion for addressing the literature that we
cann define as gathering (and formalizing) the singular - in the singular. In this chapter
II will pursue this discussion of Derrida's understanding of literature by examining the
notionn that is central to it: the singular event.
Evenn though the singular is an old issue, it has been pointed out that as a third
term,, next to the particular and the universal, the singular appears only with the
arrivall of Hegel's speculative thought and that this is where the notion of the singular
acquiress a greater depth.181 As Jean-Frangois Marquet argues,182 Hegel's thought is a
philosophyy of the singular par excellence: it is in the singular (das Einzelne) that the
otherr moments of the Absolute (the universal and the particular) come to completion.
AA reading of Hegel's Encyclopaedia §§ 163-165 shows that, at the conceptual level,
singularityy ["Einzelheit," rendered here as as "individuality") seems to include the less
complexx moments of universality and particularity: "Individuality [is] the reflectioninto-selff of the specific characters of universality and particularity; which negative
self-unityy has complete and original determinateness, without any loss to its selfidentityy or universality."183 What is of interest in this definition is that the singular
momentt of the concept is self-reflective [die Reflexion in sich] and that it is both
concretee or specific, and general. Similarly in his Asthetik, Hegel describes the
singularr both as self-knowing and as the center where the universal and the
particularr coincide. Derrida's thought is very faithful to this Hegelian motif. The idea
off this intersection of the particular and the universal, the empirical and the
transcendental,, is characteristic for Derrida's thinking of the singular.
Inn his book Guillaume d'Ockham; Ie singulier,™ Pierre Alféri (incidentally,
Derrida'ss son - considering Derrida's pronounced interest in genealogy and paternal
filiationn this fact should perhaps not be passed over in silence) discusses the origin of
thee notion. There are two sorts of the singular in the thought of William of Ockham,
Alférii argues: one that has a numerical unity (the ontological singular, the one that is
"extraa animam," beyond mind), and one that has a unity of signification (the sign for

Seee Heinz Heimsoeth who investigates the development of the notion of individuality [das Einzelne] from Plato
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sichh identische oder allgemeine ist.'Hegel, Wissenschaft der Logik (Hamburg: Felix Meiner, 1985), §§ 163-165.
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thee singular thing. That sign allows the singular thing, through the mediation of the
mind,, to enter into a series). The latter is said to have a transcendental pertinence
becausee without it it would be impossible to organize the objects of perception into
series.. In other words, the whole division into the universal and the particular is
dependentt on the transcendental concept of the sign. For Ockham these two types of
thee singular are irreducibly different, and the major difference is that the "ontological"
singularr is "before" all particularity. This privileging of the singular (in the sense of the
unityy of signification) as a transcendental condition of thought seems to be very close
too Derrida's philosophical project.
Thinkingg about a literary work in terms of a singular event is not a Derridean
idiosyncrasyy but is common to all recent philosophical attempts to understand the
phenomenonn of literature from within the French postwar philosophical tradition (think
forr example of Gilles Deleuze, Maurice Blanchot, Jean-Luc Nancy, Philippe LacoueLabarthe,, Alain Badiou). It is in and through the event that the above authors try to
capturee literature's relevance for life and for thought. The discussion of this issue is
complicatedd by the fact that the above authors differ (and moreover, often inexplicitly
so)) in the meaning they give to the terms "event," and "singularity." Hence it is
necessaryy to ask: what is an event? (This question is pertinent not only in relation to
literaturee but also in a broader sense: Derrida's whole project is dependent for its
coherencee on a certain articulation of the notion of the event.) Answering this
question,, Deleuze tells us: "la prise de la Bastille." Alain Badiou's examples of events
aree May 1968, the Chinese Cultural Revolution and the "Solidarity" movement in
Poland.1855 Derrida seems to voice the same conviction when he defines a founding
eventt as "a revolutionary instant that belongs to no historical, temporal continuum."186
However,, whereas Deleuze stresses that an event is something beyond the regime
off signs ("The question 'Where is the battle?' has constantly been asked (...) Any
1855
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eventt is a fog of a million droplets"187: an event is "becoming in itself" [un devenir en

lui-mêmé\),lui-mêmé\), for Derrida every event is always at the same time an element of a sel
imposedd code (provided we can think of iterability in terms of a code, in terms of the
logicc of iterability there is no distinction between the events and the signs, "an event
.... marks"). This is why, instead of "event," he often uses the word "date" meaning
bothh that which is given, the datum (the event, that which happens) and the sign for it
thatt marks the event on the calendar. If doubling (iterability) is taken to mean
representationn then Derrida's event is always at the same time its own representationn (as in Ponge's phrase "By the word by commences then this text."188)

TheThe "Mathesis Singularis " of Roland Barthes

Derridaa addresses the singular in many of his texts but perhaps in the most visually
appealingg way in his "Deaths of Roland Barthes," an essay responding to Roland
Barthes'' Camera lucida.189 Derrida's essay is perhaps not an obvious choice for the
discussionn of the singularity in (and of) literature, but it has the advantage of being an
antecedentt to Derrida's later, more widely discussed attempts to rethink the relation
betweenn the singular and the universal {Shibboleth appeared in 1986). Even more
importantly,, Barthes' project of a "protestation of singularity" is opposed to that of
Joycee who has been Derrida's most important literary example throughout his whole
philosophicall project. Derrida interprets Joyce's program as one of gathering: it is
designedd to have accounted for everything, to remember everything and to anticipate
everything,, including all that we might say on its topic, in advance. In contrast,
Barthes,, with his Camera Lucida, (in Derrida's interpretation) wants to preserve the
memoryy of one unique individual, his mother. I will start my exposition with a
considerationn of this essay and then for the discussion of the more formal issues I will
1877
Gilles Deleuze, Parnet, Claire, Dialogues II (New York: Columbia, 2002), 65. "On n'a jamais cessé de
demander:: oü est la bataille?" (...) Tout evenement est un brouitlard de gouttes" "De la supériorité de la literature
anglaise-américaine,"" 79.
1888
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whichh I discussed above stems from Jacques Derrida, Speech and Phenomena (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern
UP,, 1973), 7/5 and is a translation of Husserl's Vergegenwêrtigung.
1899
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wee tend to associate with literary theory, Roland Barthes and Gerard Genette. The "singular" in this debate names
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turnn to Derrida's Limited Inc, a more widely recognized source for the discussion of
thee relation between the singular and the general.
Barthes'' essay - in its author's words a "protestation of singularity" born out of
aa "desperate resistance to any reductive system" — addresses a number of points
thatt return in Derrida's project, notably the tension between the effects of iteration
andd the singular understood as that which should transcend iteration.190 For this
reasonn perhaps Derrida felt compelled to respond to it. Already the first sentence of
Derrida'ss response, "How does one reconcile this plural?" makes his purpose clear.
Howw does one reconcile the grammatical oddity of "the deaths" with the individual
humann being to whom they are attributed, i.e. Roland Barthes? This is what Derrida
setss out to do. At this early stage of Derrida's exposition Barthes' name functions in
thee text as the singular signature, gathering the "terrifying and endless series"191 of
deaths.. Among them are real ones like Barthes' own and that of his mother, and
thosee momentary symbolic deaths produced by the click of a camera that freezes,
"deadens"" the photographed object, and finally those deaths by naming, the
dialecticall effects of negation of which Blanchot speaks, when, in La Part du feu, in
thee wake of Hegel, he compares the act in which Adam gave a name to every
creaturee to an "immense hecatomb."192
Butt there is another, more primary sense, in which the singular appears, or
ratherr disappears in Barthes' essay. The latter is governed by a remarkable absence.
Thiss absence (of a photograph of Barthes' deceased mother, the absence of the
photographh mimicking the absence of the mother) stands for the ineffable singular,
absent,, for that which is without a double. The Utopia of absolute singularity comes to
lightt in the discussion of this so-called Winter Garden Photograph. This image
(addressedd in capitals, as in a proper name) is the only one that does not accompany
thee text that nevertheless speaks about it - perhaps, as Derrida suggests, only about
it.. This missing image seems to be the focal point around which the whole essay is
gathered.. The undertone of the strategy proper to negative theology, the via negativa
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Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida. Reflections on Photography, trans. Richard Howard (London: Vintage, 1982).
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ruless when Barthes speaks about this absent photograph. It cannot be "read,"
"reflected,"" "interiorized," "contemplated;" it is "undialectical," "unnamable," "invisible,"
"outsidee of meaning" and can only appear by "assuming a mask" (passim). What is
thee power of resistance of this photograph that makes it so singular, so different from
alll the others? According to Barthes, the impossible right or power of this image to
resistt iterability is drawn from the "originality of suffering."

II might say, like the Proustian Narrator at his grandmother's death: "I
didd not insist only upon suffering, but upon respecting the originality of
myy suffering'; for this originality was the reflection of what was
absolutelyy irreducible in her, and thereby lost forever.193

Whenn Derrida says that "love ... protests against... [the] metonymy" of the punctum,
hee addresses Barthes' intention to single out his mother's death, to grant it the status
off a singularity that precludes any external relation, of an event that does not have
anythingg in common with any other event. The picture of the mother must not be
shownn in order to preserve the singularity of the event.
Derrida,, who sets out to show that it is impossible to think the singular without
thinkingg about it as repeatable, is aware of a potential criticism of this enterprise: the
repeatablee is no longer the absolutely unique, iterability destroys the singular (while
maintainingg or enabling it). "The deaths of Roland Barthes: because of the rather
improperr brutality of this plural, one might think perhaps that I resisted the unique,"
sayss Derrida. And he answers: "perhaps, but how do we speak otherwise without
takingg the risk? Without pluralizing the unique or generalizing that which is held most
irreplaceablee in it, his own death?" In other words, it is only by employing the
resourcess of iterability that we can speak of the singular. Moreover, Derrida insists
thatt there is nothing disrespectful in this: according to him the metonymy that allows
uss to speak about what is otherwise ineffable is as much a way of "speaking" as of
"keepingg silent."194
Paradoxically,, it is also the iterability that permits Derrida, albeit in a "ghostly"
manner,, to address that non-iterated absolute singular that transcends our

Barthes,, Camera Lucida. Reflections on Photography, 75.
Derrida, "The Deaths of Roland Barthes," 287/297.
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experience.. Derrida is in fact saying here that if even absence is subject to
metonymiee expansion - everything can be talked about (is effable). He puts it
defensively:: "how do we speak otherwise?" but thereby he also says "this way we
cancan speak." This again is consistent with Derrida's hyper-totalizing desire 'to say
everything:: what happens and what fails to happen." In this sense Derrida does not
weakenn the singular by depriving it of its uniqueness: on the contrary, he reinforces it
byy allowing it to serialize, pluralize itself by the power of what Barthes calls
"metonymiee expansion."
Inn Beckett's Krapp's Last Tape the death of the mother appears without
appearingg in a manner almost identical to that seen in Barthes, namely through a
metonymiee expansion. The event itself is not named. All we hear is that "mother lay
a-dying,"" the narrator sitting with the mother's window in view, 'throwing a ball for a
littlee white dog as chance would have it" and that then the blind went down, one of
thosee dirty brown roller affairs." This is all that is said.

II sat on for a few moments with the ball in my hand and the dog yelping
add pawing at me. (...) In the end I held it out to him and he took it in his
mouth,, gently, gently. A small, old, black, hard, solid rubber ball. (...) I
shalll feel it, in my hand, until my dying day. (...) I might have kept it.
(...)) But I gave it to the dog.195

Perhaps,, Krapp muses, he should have kept that "small, old, black, hard, solid rubber
ball,"" as a token of his mother's death. But he gave it away, consciously or not
permittingg the figurative substitution of that singular moment of the transition from life
too death by any other moment: "Moments. Her moments, my moments. [Pause] The
dog'ss moments."196 Yet it is the same movement of iterability that causes the loss of
thee ultimate singularity of the moment and that allows for memory to keep it: Krapp
couldd not remember his mother's death if there was no original division, reproduction,
repetitionn in the event itself that made it possible here to substitute the event with
somethingg else. It is ultimately through the detour of the "ball" Krapp has given away,
thatt he remembers: "I shall feel it, in my hand, until my dying day."197
1955
1966
1977
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II mentioned already before that the "black solid rubber ball" given to the dog in
Krapp'sKrapp's Last Tape does not disappear without a trace from Beckett's work. This ball,
thee figure of Krapp's mother's death, reappears in The Unnamable, where the
narratorr describes himself as such a ball, also given to the dog ("Sirius in the Great
Dog").. "I am a big talking ball ... I always knew I was round, solid and round ... I am
roundd and hard.... All the rest I renounce, including this ridiculous black which I
thoughtt for a moment worthier than grey to enfold me."198 In Krapp's Last Tape the
balll stands for the moment that divides life from death, in The Unnamable for the
pointt of transition between the author and his work (I return to the latter transition in
chapterr four). I bring this resonance up here in order to show that also in Beckett the
absolutelyy singular serializes itself, producing, just like in Barthes, a "terrifying,
endlesss series," a singular serialization that can be seen as constitutive of memory,
off subjectivity and of Beckett's singular signature.
Inn his recent film adaptation of Krapp's Last Tape (for the "Beckett on Tape"
project)) Atom Egoyan explores and deepens Beckett's idea of ruining the archives, of
archivingg ruin and silence. Egoyan's realization of the play follows the script in all
details,, with one significant exception. At the spot where Krapp remembers the death
off his mother, Beckett's text has Krapp elide the information that the mother died (we
aree able to guess it, knowing that Krapp reflects on the time when his "mother lay adying,"" and from the custom of lowering the blinds in the house of the dead). Under
Egoyan'ss direction, the sound of the tape-recorder being switched on and off leaves
openn whether it is the sound of Krapp acting now or whether it is the trace of an
earlierr erasure that we hear as a piece of archiving by silence.
Withoutt expansion (metonymie or other), the radical consequence of treating
thee singular as absolutely unique (i.e., in the way we intuitively tend to construe it, as
thatt which happened "one time only") is its self-effacement. Let us retrace this selfeffacingg movement to its limit. The singular is exceptional in that it stands in no
relationn (not even in relation of difference) to anything, including itself. It is the
"without-relation"" and thus can only be defined as a non-coincidence (with anything
elsee but also with itself). The singular as unique, "alone," without valence "is" not. It
cann only be thought as an absolutely "unsubstitutable" absence, insists Derrida. Not
onlyy does it have to be "unredeemable" and non-dialectical ~ for otherwise it would
A.Baronian,, ..., forthcoming.
1988
Beckett, Trilogy, 307-308.
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bee easily turned into presence (it is for this reason that both Derrida and Barthes
insistt that singularity precludes mourning, for mourning sublates death199), every way
off thinking it otherwise must be prevented. We cannot even say that it so much as
dissimulatess itself, appearing in the guise of something else - because the "guise"
wouldd function as its double. It is that which has always already effaced itself.
Nothingg can be said about it, not even that it left an empty place -- for that already
allowss substitution.
Thee failure of Barthes' undertaking of protecting at any price the singularity of
hiss mother's death is thereby made clear. Derrida plays with the near-homophony of
thee expressions "the law of the name" and "the law of the number" [nom/nombre], to
showw that a name, intended to single out an individual, always already gathers a
series,, a number, a multiplicity. In the place that Barthes wanted to keep empty and
therebyy singular, "substitution repeats itself (...) retaining of the irreplaceable only a
pastt desire."200
Thee guiding thread of Barthes' undertaking in Camera Lucida is his dream of
"mathesiss singularis" or the "impossible science of the unique being."201 Yet what
becomess apparent very soon is that there is nothing singular about Barthes' object,
photography,, at least not if we define "unique" as being "without a double." There is
noo question about this: a doubling, a repetition (the referent and its representation) is
inherentt in photography. In this sense singularity is in Barthes not opposed to duality:
punctumpunctum does not pretend to be "one." Quite to the contrary, it is opposed to the
unary;; the punctum is precisely that which causes doubling. Perhaps the singularity
off the adherence addresses not the absence of the doubling but rather the fact that
thee doubling forms a closed circle and does not point to anything outside of itself. Yet
evenn this cannot be defended - and it is not Barthes' intention to defend it. He
demonstratess himself how what we see in a photograph divides itself, lending itself to
metonymyy that points ultimately beyond the photographic image and that to which it
refers.. Similarly, the singularity of the punctum oscillates between a detail of a
photographh and the act of reading - again, the punctum is a "lightning-like"202
negotiationn between these two points of view. In this sense, Barthes sees the
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singularr as a relation. Easily detectable in photography, there is the rapport between
thee photographic image and its referent. (Even though Barthes insists on the
"existential"" singularity of the photographed event: "What the Photograph reproduces
too infinity has occurred only once: the Photograph mechanically repeats what could
neverr be repeated existentially"). Some rapport is also brought about between (the
fragmentt of) an image and the viewer who is 'touched" or "animated"203 by it.
Eventually,, all these doublings are aspects of the larger movement of the singular
thatt multiplies relations and thereby forms series (images refer, by resemblance,
meaningg or even pure coincidence to other images). Barthes calls this movement a
"metonymiee expansion" of the punctum. If we take this into account, photography's
mimickingg of reality (again, both preserving and negating it) becomes just one more
aspectt of the metonymie expansion. Both the potential iterability of the sensation of
thee punctum and the moment in which the punctum, moving like an arrow, produces
aa series ("this element ...[that] rises from the scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and
piercess me") are cases of this self-pluralizing expansion of the singular.204 All these
exampless show that there is an inherent doubling or even serialization at stake. In
otherr words, the singular displays the structure of a relation: the relation of the
"singularr adherence" of the referent to its representation, or of the "uncompromising
andd punctual decision, which takes place in the almost no time of a [camera's] click."
Thiss "almost no time" signals already that the relation (of adherence) occurs with the
velocityy of an electric discharge or a "shot." It has practically no duration, like a
flashoverr that suspends time, or like the momentary "explosion" of the "active
reading"" that makes a "star on the pane of the (...) photograph."205
Itt is only apparently that a punctum is a point, Derrida tells us. In his words, it
iss "a point that is not a point." For were we not told by Barthes that punctum is a point
thatt punctures? If it does do this, it must be in movement that has a direction and this
movementt must be something like a line. It only looks tike a point from a very special
positionn - when we are "in the line of fire," face to face. Indeed, if we look in this onedimensionall way there is nothing to be seen, except maybe the spacing of the
surroundingg matter. But in fact the punctum has a "whence" and a "thither," even if
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thee reversibility of its direction makes them interchangeable; as Derrida makes clear
"thee punctum points to me at the instant and place where I point to it."206

IterabilityIterability of the Singular
Derrida'ss patient reading of Barthes merely emphasizes what the latter has
saidd himself: the punctum is both singular and plural. This brings the "metonymie
powerr of expansion" of the punctum very close to Derrida's iterability of the singular.
Inn both cases the repetition at stake is not identical: it involves change. Derrida says
off the singularity of the punctum that it "mobilizes everything everywhere. It pluralizes
itself."2077 But there is more to it, the punctum not only produces a multiplicity, it also
organizess it: Derrida emphasizes that Barthes is saying that the punctum is the "inner
Law."" It is here that Derrida elaborates the interplay of what appeared in Barthes as a
pairr of absolute opposites: the punctum and the studium, the first one the "uncoded
beyond,"beyond," the other one the "always coded."208 "I would like to show that the concepts
whichh seemed the most squarely opposed, or opposable were put in play by him, the
onee for the other, in a metonymie composition."209 Punctum and studium are in fact
metonymicallyy substituted. In virtue of this substitution, the punctum (that appeared
too be the "uncoded beyond") functions paradoxically as the law itself, and thereby as
thee code that organizes the studium. By emphasizing210 that "luminosity" refers both
too the camera lucida {la chambre claire, the apparatus anterior to photography, in
otherr words that which captures and codes all) and the central punctum of the whole
essay,, the mother's face, Derrida (to the extent that it is possible in a reading of
Barthes)) makes the mother, the punctum of the whole essay211, metonymically
replacee the gathering camera. In Derrida's reading of Barthes the punctum is not
merelyy beyond the law: it produces the law.
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Thee poignant singularity does not refute the generality, it does not
preventt it from having the force of Law but only (...) signs it. 212

Derrida'ss addressing the punctum as the supplement and the "ghost" and his
suggestionn that he metonymically substitutes his own signature for that of Barthes
makee it clear that to a large extent he identifies his ownn project with this particular
readingg of the punctum.
Fromm above one thing becomes clear: these two poles must coexist;
singularityy is a conjunction of both the "irreplaceable" and the very law that gathers
thee substitutions of that "irreplaceable." These two are mutually co-dependent. The
"irreplaceable"" can reveal itself in no other way than through the process of
substitution.. The studium and the punctum are not simply opposites of each other,
justt like the other and the same (or the singular and the universal) are not. They
cannott be kept apart: a necessary interaction is taking place here, even if only in the
formm of haunting. The absent punctum pluralizes itself. It does not appear in itself but
throughh the multiplicity it gathers. Iterability, as the ability to expand, to pluralize itself,
iss indeed the punctum's force, the way in which the punctum operates. The
"irreplaceablee event" like the one of Barthes' book can only be produced by the
metonymiee expansion of the punctum."3
Evenn though Barthes' project seemed totally opposed to that of Joyce - in its
accountingg for something unique and irreplaceable on the one hand and exploiting
thee equivocity and substitutability of language in order to say everything, Derrida's
readingg of Barthes shows the respective projects to be very similar. Obviously,
Barthess did not produce an encyclopedic novel like Joyce but a highly personal
essay.. Yet what the one wanted to resist and the other wanted to exploit - the seriesformingg principle, iterability, as a condition of the possibility of writing and experience
-- is present in both books.
Thee power of the singular event, Derrida says, resides in its ability to
formalize. .
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Whatt is fascinating is an event of a singularity powerful enough to
formalizee the questions and the theoretical laws concerning it. (...)
[T]hatt a singular mark should also be repeatable, iterable, as mark. It
thenn begins to differ from itself sufficiently to become exemplary and
thuss involve a certain generality. This economy of exemplary iterability
iss of itself formalizing.214

Inn other words, the generality of a singular event is a consequence of its
iterabilityy - an iterability that at the same time conceives the event of its own
representation.. (Note the smooth passage from "event" to "mark" that is for Derrida
characteristic).. The misleadingly simple definition of an event Derrida gives in Sauf
lele nom as "what comes, what there is and which is always singular,"215 might make us
thinkk that the event is something that happens only once, at random, unexpectedly.
Wee should not fail to notice however, that the word "singular" is preceded by
"always,"" for this is quite essential to Derrida's definition of singularity. An "always
singular"" event houses this contract - and hence has some universal properties, a
gridd of predictability. Thus, paradoxically, no chance event is fully unexpected.
Derrida'ss understanding of the event, as opposed for example to that of JeanLucc Nancy, is indissociably connected to a mark: whereas for Nancy an event is
merelyy "empty time" ("temps vide"216) and is not presentable, a Derridean event
"marks."" Derrida always links the event to the figure of writing: it is "what can happen
too me through writing,"217 "poetic writing is an event that marks."218 It is this mark-like
qualityy of an event that allows Derrida to make a passage from the singular to the
universal.. When Derrida speaks about his interest in famous works of philosophy and
literaturee as the interest in "what happened one time only, while dividing itself
already,"" he addresses iterability as the property of a mark: "the ideal iterability (...)
formss the structure of all marks." Derrida's argument is that a singular event-mark is
alwayss iterable, i.e., it can be repeated across contexts and still retain (a part of) its
2144
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meaning.. Because repetitions across contexts are not identical repetitions, the
repeatedd mark begins to differ from itself. It becomes one of its many repetitions.
Eachh of the latter can be taken as an example of the totality of the iterations of the
mark.. But to be exemplary is both to be one of many and one standing for many -andd to stand for many is to be in possession of something that is common to many,
i.e.. it is equivalent to having acquired a certain generality! The singular thereby
acquiress its claim to universality. This underlines the importance of interpretation in
Derrida'ss project. Interpretation, the general assumption that something stands for
somethingg else, is needed for both gestures associated by Derrida with literature namelyy the juridical (the generality of the law is due to the exemplarity of the singular
thatt differs from itself and thereby stands for many), and the economical (economy of
means,, one standing for -- and thereby gathering in itself -- many).

TheThe Odyssey of the Iterable Singular
II mentioned before that the serialization of the singular through the "metonymie
expansion"" in Barthes is not unlike the gathering gesture of Joyce's Ulysses. This is
confirmedd on further examination: Derrida does not only speak about the singular
momentss in Barthes in terms of a series but also in terms of an itinerary: the
"orientingg tombs" of the deaths Barthes discusses draw a circular route, an Odyssey
fromm himself to himself. Beckett too can be said to have written such an Odyssey. At
aa certain point in his writing career, the robust style of the "talking black ball," that
wass still easily induced to laughter and bouncing off to new topics, evolved into the
austeree consistency of the "monster of the solitudes," the being that lends its voice ("I
quote")) to the story of How It /s.219 That "creature in the mud" tells us a story of a
journeyy in place, a permanent, almost immobile, tortuous Odyssey to the rhythm of
minorr displacements in the series of creatures numbered from 1 to 1,000,000. That
thee million creatures conceal in fact a (dispersed) unity of one point of enunciation is
disclosedd at the end of the novel: "only me yes alone yes with my voice yes in the
mudd yes (...) never crawled (...) never suffered (...) never abandoned".220 He (she?
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it?)) is, just like the Derridean universal singular, one of many (any particular shackle
off the self-created chain) and one standing for many (the signature that gathers this
OdysseyOdyssey and assumes responsibility for its "justice"). In this sense, How It Is looks
almostt as if it was designed for a structuralist reading -- the French version was
publishedd in 1961, the time structuralism was at the heyday of its influence. We can
discernn in it the two gestures through which structuralism proceeds. The first is a
combinatoryy description of the multiplicity of discrete beings, subject to pre-existent
lawss of contrast or position. This static abstraction of distinct entities named Pirn,
Krim,, Bom, Bern, etc., would remain "opaque," i.e., would not produce sense (and
thiss is finally Structuralism's main question: how sense is produced) without the
secondd gesture, in which a singular entity, an "empty square" is isolated within the
structuree in order to set it into motion as a sense-producing machine.221 In this case
thee couple victim-tormentor plays the role. The couple sets the machine in motion
alsoo in the literal sense: the result of its interaction is "a pursuit without hope and a
flightt without fear."222
Thee Odyssey (the movement of the million creatures in the mud) of How It Is
proceedss through violence. The million having divided itself into victims and
tormentors,, in every couple the tormentor inflicts wounds on his other ("the
unbutcherablee other") with a tin opener. The necessity of this repetitive motif for the
meaningg of the novel as a whole becomes clear only when the phrase "tin opener"
suddenlyy appears in the form of the phrase "I opener."223 The wound inflicted by the
narratorr (and any of his similars in the series) on his temporal other that extorts "a
sigh"" from the latter is an "eye-opener." (It seems as if at stake here is something like
Deleuzee discovers in Proust rather than a meditation on involuntary memory, a
machinee for the production of resonances, or, in this case, of "sighs"- including those
off memory). Even more so, it is a gesture through which the 'T' opens, discloses itself
bothh to itself and to the outside by telling (or writing, or carving - with a can opener
onn its "other") its story. The "I" presents itself to us thereby as the Early Romantic
embodimentt of the Subject-Work, where the progress of writing and the becoming of
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thee subject of writing are one and the same project, narrated by carving on the "l"s
temporall incarnations.
Inn what way is this singular Odyssey different from the undertaking of Joyce's

Ulysses?Ulysses? (And we know that Beckett has chosen not to follow the path of his master
Joyce.)) In what way are the twin couples of victim and tormentor similar to or different
fromm the twin yeses that Derrida has elevated to the status of the founding program
off the LV/ysses-machine? (The two yeses are: the hyper-totalizing yes of hypermnesis
thatt has always already accounted for everything and the affirmative yes of resigned
lucidityy that acknowledges the unforeseeable and the failure of the first yes's
totalizingg project.) To start with, we might observe that the twin yeses are constitutive
off subjectivity just in the way that the victim and tormentor couple are in Beckett.
However,, Joyce's project is more pretentious: for the twin yeses, the subjectivity is
justt one of many effects. The machine as a whole is designed primarily to collect, by
affirming,, everything, indiscriminately. That indiscriminate greed of Joyce's machine
iss what makes it (and Joyce was not unaware of this, as Derrida shows) "in sum poor
literature,, vulgar in that it never leaves its luck to the incalculable simplicity of a
poem,, grimacing from overcultivated and hyperscholastic technology."224 Beckett's
literaryy project, at least up to a certain moment, is simpler: all it wants to account for
aree the quasi-transcendental conditions of the point where the " I " produces an
oeuvre.. The singular in Beckett, in the sense of Beckett's singular signature, is
alwayss situated there. If there is an element of gathering in Beckett, it will always be
withh respect to the subject-production: the overlapping of successive 'T's. Compared
too Joyce's project, this gathering, if we can call it this at all, looks strikingly austere. It
iss not for nothing that Beckett's austerity has been compared to that of Wittgenstein.
Byy describing Joyce's project as one of an "overcultivated and hyperscholastic
technology"" Derrida himself has assumed the idiom of the "ordinary language"
philosophyy that criticizes western metaphysics as a product of such an
"overcultivation".. Perhaps we should look more closely at the singular gesture, in the
contextt of Derrida's encounter with that branch of philosophy.
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